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7s contain -RF- 

AIRFARE AAEFIRR payment for travel by airplane [n -S] 

AIRFLOW AFILORW flow of air [n -S] 

AIRFOIL AFIILOR part of aircraft designed to provide lift or control [n -S] 

BARFING ABFGINR BARF, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

CARFARE AACEFRR payment for bus or car ride [n -S] 

CARFULS ACFLRSU CARFUL, as much as car can hold [n] 

CURFEWS CEFRSUW CURFEW, regulation concerning hours which one may keep [n] 

DEERFLY DEEFLRY bloodsucking fly [n -LIES] 

DWARFED ADDEFRW DWARF, to cause to appear small [v] 

DWARFER ADEFRRW DWARF, extremely small [adj] 

EARFLAP AAEFLPR part of cap designed to cover ears [n -S] 

EARFULS AEFLRSU EARFUL, flow of information [n] 

ENSERFS EEFNRSS ENSERF, to make serf of [v] 

FARFALS AAFFLRS FARFAL, farfel (noodles in form of small pellets or granules) [n] 

FARFELS AEFFLRS FARFEL, noodles in form of small pellets or granules [n] 

FEARFUL AEFFLRU afraid (filled with apprehension) [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

FORFEIT EFFIORT to lose as penalty [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FORFEND DEFFNOR to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GARFISH AFGHIRS freshwater fish [n -ES] 

JARFULS AFJLRSU JARFUL, quantity held by jar (cylindrical container) [n] 

KERFING EFGIKNR KERF, to make incision with cutting tool [v] 

OARFISH AFHIORS marine fish [n -ES] 

ODORFUL DFLOORU ODOR, property of substance that affects sense of smell [adj] 

ORFRAYS AFORRSY ORFRAY, orphrey (ornamental band or border) [n] 

OVERFAR AEFORRV too great in distance, extent, or degree [adj] 

OVERFAT AEFORTV too fat [adj] 

OVERFIT EFIORTV fitted to excess [adj] 

OVERFLY EFLORVY to fly over [v -LEW, -LOWN, -ING, -LIES] 

PARFAIT AAFIPRT frozen dessert [n -S] 

PERFECT CEEFPRT lacking fault or defect; of extreme kind [adj -ER, -EST] / to make perfect [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PERFIDY DEFIPRY deliberate breach of faith or trust [n -DIES] 

PERFORM EFMOPRR to begin and carry through to completion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PERFUME EEFMPRU to fill with fragrant odor [v -D, -MING, -S] 

PERFUMY EFMPRUY scented [adj] 

PERFUSE EEFPRSU to spread over or through something [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PURFLED DEFLPRU PURFLE, to decorate border of [v] 

PURFLER EFLPRRU one that purfles (to decorate border of) [n -S] 

PURFLES EFLPRSU PURFLE, to decorate border of [v] 

SCARFED ACDEFRS SCARF, to cover with scarf [v] 

SCARFER ACEFRRS one that eats or drinks voraciously [n -S] 

SERFAGE AEEFGRS serfdom (state of being serf (feudal slave)) [n -S] 

SERFDOM DEFMORS state of being serf (feudal slave) [n -S] 

SERFISH EFHIRSS characteristic of serf [adj] 

SNARFED ADEFNRS SNARF, to eat or drink greedily [v] 

SNARFLE AEFLNRS to snarf (to eat or drink greedily) [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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SURFACE ACEFRSU to apply outer layer to [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SURFEIT EFIRSTU to supply to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SURFERS EFRRSSU SURFER, one that surfs (to ride breaking waves on long, narrow board) [n] 

SURFIER EFIRRSU SURFY, abounding in breaking waves [adj] 

SURFING FGINRSU act or sport of riding surf (breaking waves) [n -S] / SURF, to ride breaking waves on long, narrow board [v] 

SURFMAN AFMNRSU one who is skilled in handling boat in surf [n -MEN] 

TEARFUL AEFLRTU full of tears [adj] 

TURFIER EFIRRTU TURFY, covered with turf [adj] 

TURFING FGINRTU TURF, to cover with turf [v] 

TURFMAN AFMNRTU person who is devoted to horse racing [n -MEN] 

TURFSKI FIKRSTU type of ski [n -S] 

WARFARE AAEFRRW act of engaging in war [n -S] 

WHARFED ADEFHRW WHARF, to moor to wharf (docking place for vessels) [v] 

 

7s end -RF 

BEDWARF ABDEFRW to cause to appear small by comparison [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NETSURF EFNRSTU to browse Internet for information [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SKYSURF FKRSSUY to perform maneuvers during free fall while riding on skyboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WOONERF EFNOORW road in Netherlands primarily for pedestrians and cyclists [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s contain -RF- 

AIRFIELD ADEFIILR airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S] 

AIRFRAME AAEFIMRR framework and external covering of airplane [n -S] 

ALDERFLY ADEFLLRY winged insect [n -LIES] 

BARFLIES ABEFILRS BARFLY, drinker who frequents bars [n] 

BOARFISH ABFHIORS marine fish [n -ES] 

BURRFISH BFHIRRSU fish with erect spines [n -ES] 

CHEERFUL CEEFHLRU full of spirits [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

COLORFUL CFLLOORU full of color [adj] 

DWARFEST ADEFRSTW DWARF, extremely small [adj] 

DWARFING ADFGINRW DWARF, to cause to appear small [v] 

DWARFISH ADFHIRSW resembling dwarf (extremely small person) [adj] 

DWARFISM ADFIMRSW condition of stunted growth [n -S] 

ENSERFED DEEEFNRS ENSERF, to make serf of [v] 

FARFALLE AAEFFLLR pasta in shape of bow ties [n -S] 

FEVERFEW EEEFFRVW perennial herb [n -S] 

FOURFOLD DFFLOORU four times as great [adj] 

FURFURAL AFFLRRUU chemical compound [n -S] 

FURFURAN AFFNRRUU furan (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

FURFURES EFFRRSUU FURFUR, dandruff (scurf that forms on scalp) [n] 

HOVERFLY EFHLORVY fly noted for hovering [n -LIES] 

HUMORFUL FHLMORUU humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

MOORFOWL FLMOOORW game bird [n -S] 

ODOURFUL DFLOORUU ODOUR, odor (property of substance that affects sense of smell) [adj] 
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OVERFAST AEFORSTV too fast [adj] 

OVERFEAR AEEFORRV to fear too much [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFEED DEEEFORV to feed too much [v -FED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFILL EFILLORV to fill to overflowing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFINE EEFINORV excessively fine or particular [adj] 

OVERFISH EFHIORSV to deplete supply of fish in area by fishing to excess [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OVERFLOW EFLOORVW to flow over top of [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERFOND DEFNOORV too fond or affectionate [adj] 

OVERFOUL EFLOORUV too foul [adj] 

OVERFREE EEEFORRV too free [adj] 

OVERFULL EFLLORUV too full [adj] 

OVERFUND DEFNORUV to fund more than required [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PARFLESH AEFHLPRS rawhide soaked in lye to remove hair and dried [n -ES] 

PARFOCAL AACFLOPR having lenses with corresponding focal points in same plane [adj] 

PERFECTA ACEEFPRT system of betting [n -S] 

PERFECTO CEEFOPRT medium-sized cigar [n -S] 

PERFORCE CEEFOPRR of necessity [adv] 

PERFUMER EEFMPRRU one that perfumes (to fill with fragrant odor) [n -S] 

POWERFUL EFLOPRUW possessing great force [adj] 

PURFLING FGILNPRU ornamental border [n -S] / PURFLE, to decorate border of [v] 

SCARFING ACFGINRS SCARF, to cover with scarf [v] 

SCARFPIN ACFINPRS tiepin (pin for securing necktie) [n -S] 

SCURFIER CEFIRRSU SCURFY, covered with scurf [adj] 

SERFHOOD DEFHOORS serfdom (state of being serf (feudal slave)) [n -S] 

SERFLIKE EEFIKLRS serfish (characteristic of serf) [adj] 

SNARFING AFGINNRS SNARF, to eat or drink greedily [v] 

SNEERFUL EEFLNRSU given to sneering [adj] 

STARFISH AFHIRSST star-shaped marine animal [n -ES] 

SUPERFAN AEFNPRSU exceedingly devoted enthusiast [n -S] 

SUPERFIX EFIPRSUX recurrent pattern of stress in speech [n -ES] 

SUPERFLY EFLPRSUY showily pretentious [adj] 

SURFABLE ABEFLRSU SURF, to ride breaking waves on long, narrow board [adj] 

SURFACER ACEFRRSU one that surfaces (to apply outer layer to) [n -S] 

SURFBIRD BDFIRRSU shore bird [n -S] 

SURFBOAT ABFORSTU strong rowboat [n -S] 

SURFFISH FFHIRSSU marine fish [n -ES] 

SURFIEST EFIRSSTU SURFY, abounding in breaking waves [adj] 

SURFLIKE EFIKLRSU resembling breaking waves [adj] 

SURFSIDE DEFIRSSU situated near seashore [adj] 

TURFIEST EFIRSTTU TURFY, covered with turf [adj] 

TURFLESS EFLRSSTU having no turf [adj] 

TURFLIKE EFIKLRTU resembling turf (surface layer of earth containing dense growth of grass) [adj] 

UNDERFED DDEEFNRU fed insufficient amount [adj] / UNDERFEED, to feed insufficient amount [v] 

UNDERFUR DEFNRRUU thick, soft fur beneath outer coat of certain mammals [n -S] 

WARFARIN AAFINRRW chemical compound [n -S] 

WHARFAGE AAEFGHRW use of wharf [n -S] 
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WHARFING AFGHINRW WHARF, to moor to wharf (docking place for vessels) [v] 

 

8s end -RF 

BODYSURF BDFORSUY to ride wave without surfboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBDWARF ABDFRSUW small star of relatively low luminosity [n -S] 

WINDSURF DFINRSUW to sail on sailboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 


